
         
 

Terms of subscriptions to the "Sof 40" tariff plan. 

 

1. Subscriptions to the tariff plan "Sof 40" with a discount are available only for new Prepaid 

connections in own offices and at the official dealers of LLC "COSCOM" throughout the 

country. 

2. Terms of subscriptions: 

 

 
Tariff plan 

Subscription 

period 

Subscription fee (once 

per month) 

Discount 

1 Sof 40 3 months 105 000 UZS 15 000 UZS 

2 Sof 40 6 months 200 000 UZS 40 000 UZS 

3 Sof 40 12 months 350 000 UZS 130 000 UZS 

 

Monthly subscription limits 

Monthly Internet traffic limit 10  GB 

Monthly outgoing minutes limit within Uzbekistan Unlimited * 

Monthly limit of outgoing SMS within Uzbekistan 1500 

Check limits 
*100# - minutes and SMS, MB of 

Internet traffic 

* The technical limit is 45 000 minutes per month. 

 

Charging by direction 

  

The cost of an outgoing minute for in-network and out-of-network calls 

(over the included limit) 
25 UZS 

Cost of 1 MB of Internet 25 UZS 

Cost of outgoing SMS within Uzbekistan (over the included limit) 25 UZS 

International SMS 1 000 UZS 

 

Subscriptions are not available for transfers via USSD (*120#), SBMS module and personal 

cabinet. 
 

Subscribers with a subscription to the "Sof 40" tariff plan can switch to other open tariff 

plans. 

 

When switching to other available tariff plans, subscription to "Sof 40" tariff plan becomes 

unavailable. 

Note: Smartphones by default consume mobile traffic in the background: for system updates, 

application updates, data synchronization widgets (weather, calendar, etc.) and social networks, as 

well as for analytics counters (Google, google-analytics.com, googletagmanager.com, gstatic.com, 

stats.g.doubleclick.net). Internet traffic for these directions is charged according to Ucell-Internet cost 



         
 

according to tariff plan conditions or the traffic is deducted from the balance of existing Internet 

package for all directions.  

 

 

 The "You’ve got a call" service is automatically provided on a free-of-charge basis upon 

new connection to subscriptions to the tariff plan "Sof 40";  

 

 The service is managed by means of *977# USSD-request; 

 

  Active paid options of the service "You’ve got a call" (monthly and daily), "Voicemail 

for everyone" will be deactivated and the service "You’ve got a call" will be assigned on 

a free basis. 

 

 

3. Subscription fee write-off and limit assignment: 

- The date the subscription fee is deducted in a 3, 6 or 12 month period is the date the subscription is 

activated; 

- When subscribing to the "Sof 40" tariff plan, the 3/6/12 monthly subscription fee and the limits are 

written off/assigned in full (not scaled) if there is sufficient amount on the balance; 

- If there is not enough money or the balance is negative to write off the subscription fee, subscriber 

fee is not written off, limits of included traffic are not assigned, the balance of subscriber number is 

not written off in debt; 

- Subscription fee is deducted once in 3, 6, 12 months from the date of successful writing-off of the 

subscription fee. The date of write-off of the next subscription fee shall be the date of the last 

successful write-off of the subscription fee under the tariff plan; 

- Regular subscription fee writing-off and allocation of limits within the framework of subscription 

fee shall be effected from 00:00 till 08:00 (time of writing-off is not fixed). In order to write off the 

subscription fee in full, the subscriber must have a sufficient amount of funds on the balance; 

- If at the time of writing off the monthly subscription fee there is not enough money on the balance 

to write off the fee, the subscriber's number is blocked. Subscription fee will not be written off until 

there is not enough money on the balance to write off the subscriber fee in full; 

 

- The subscription fee will be written off at once after the balance is replenished for sufficient amount 

of money for charging the subscription fee in full. After charging the subscription fee the subscriber 

number will go into active status and the limits will be set according to subscription conditions. 

Further, the subscription fee will be charged according to the new period of the subscriber, i.e. within 

3, 6 or 12 months from the date of the last successful subscription fee write-off; 

4. Monthly limits under the tariff options are assigned only after the subscriber fee for the current 

period is successfully written off; 



         
 

- Monthly limits under the terms of the tariff plan are providing for 1 month from the date of 

assignment. The balance of the monthly limits assigned in the current period is carried over to the next 

period; 

- Monthly limit balances carried over from the previous period are available only until the end of the 

current period; 

- If the subscription fee for the selected subscription is not written off in a timely manner, the unused 

balances of the limits in the previous billing period shall be reset. 

 

- To avoid misunderstandings, we recommend to top up your balance in advance by a sufficient 

amount to charge the subscription fee in full and to check the limits of the tariff plan by using the 

USSD-request *100#.  

- When the monthly limits on the tariff plan are exhausted, calls and SMS will be charged according 

to the cost for destinations in excess of the limits, according to the terms of the tariff plan.  

- If monthly internet traffic limit under the tariff plan is reached, Internet access is suspended. In this 

case, the subscriber receives an SMS with a link to resume Internet access. In order to continue using 

the internet, the subscriber will need to select the option according to which he/she will continue to 

use the internet:  

- Buy Internet package;  

- Connect mobile Internet at the cost of 1MB over the limit*.  

* In case the subscriber chooses the option to use mobile Internet at 1MB over the limit and buys the 

Monthly Internet package, the Internet will be consumed at 1MB over the limit according to the tariff 

plan terms until the next monthly fee is charged. 

 

The option "Connect mobile Internet at the cost of 1 MB over the limit" the subscriber can also 

independently by means of USSD-request *727#.  

If the Internet access is blocked, to use the applications of payment systems, the subscriber must 

disable the data transmission mode for correct work in offline mode. 

 

Please note:  

- When switching within the Sof tariff line, if the subscriber switches to Sof 50, Sof 70, Sof 100, Sof 

150 tariffs, the previously assigned tariff option limits are summed up and available for use until 

they are exhausted or until they expire under the previous tariff.  

- When switching within the Sof tariff line, if the subscriber switches to Sof 30 or Sof 18, the 

previously assigned limits for the tariff option are reset.  

- When switching from the subscription to the Start 10, Ovoz 15 or Internet 60 tariff plans, the 

previously assigned limits for the previous tariff option are reset. 



         
 

 

5. Restart service activation is not available during the subscription period of the plan; 

6. Activation of "Number freeze" service is not available; 

7. New connections for the services "Desired Number for Sof tariffs" and "Beautiful number in 

installment" are unavailable for the subscribers, who have connected the subscription to the tariff 

plan "Sof 40"; 

8. The loyalty program "We appreciate you!" and the loyalty program "U+" are available for 

subscribers of Sof tariff plans. 

 

 

Terms of the U+ loyalty program for subscribers of the tariff option "Sof 40": 

- when paying a subscription fee for a 3-month subscription, you get: 6,000 promo units 

- when paying a subscription fee for a 6-month subscription, you get: 12,000 promo units 

- when paying a subscription fee for a 12-month subscription, you get: 24,000 promo units 

 

9. Calls to infotainment services and international destinations do not consume the minutes provided 

under the terms of tariff plans.  

10. Limits provided under the subscription are not available to subscribers who are in roaming.  

11. For subscribers with subscription to the tariff plan "Sof 40" services are available: "You’ve got a 

call", "Convenient minutes", Monthly Internet packages, Unlimited Ucell packages in underground 

(only package "Unlim fo 30 days"), Night internet packages, Try 4G at night, "Internet Gift", 

promotion "Al Chiroq".  

Subscribers with subscription to the tariff plan "Sof 40" have no access to "Convenient within 

network" and "Convenient within Uzbekistan" packages, Daily and Weekly Internet packages, 

"Daily SMS-Packages", "Night Internet", "Hourly Internet", Unlimited Internet packages, "Monthly 

4G Internet Packages" and the service "Maximum Access".  

13. Unlimited terms (calls, Internet) received under the relevant tariff plans shall not be transferred 

to the next month, provided that the subscription fee for the tariff plan is written off in a timely 

manner, and after the change of the tariff plan.  

14. Subscribers using Internet services are recommended to read the Additional information about 

the system of money reservation and features of 4G network operation.  


